Lisa's Quick Guide to HTML

```html
<html>
<head>
<link href="otstyle.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />
<title>Here's a web page title</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Here is a top-level heading</h1>
<p>And here is some text......
<img src="images/donkeycart.jpg" align=left vspace=12 hspace=12>
<p>And here is some more
<i>text</i>, but now we also have a
<a href="page2.html" target=_blank>link to another page</a>
<p>And yet more <b>text</b>.
</body>
</html>
```

- tells the browser it's an HTML page
- head area
- link to style sheet
- title that shows in top browser bar
- start main body of page
- heading 1 (biggest font)
- starts new paragraph
- image
  - aligned left, so text wraps around it
  - vertical and horizontal white space around
- text is in italics
- link to another page
  - that will open in a new window
- text is in bold

And here's how the web page looks in the browser: